DESCRIPTION OF SPECIALTY PRACTICE: ORTHOPAEDIC PHYSICAL THERAPY

Rick Ritter, PT, MA, OCS

1. DOCUMENT HISTORY/ORIGIN

2. UTILITY---PRACTICE ANALYSIS

3. UTILITY---STUDY GUIDE

4. UTILITY---RELATE TO OCS EXAM

ORTHOPAEDIC CLINICAL SPECIALIST EXAMINATION

1. HOW IS THE EXAM CONSTRUCTED?

2. WHERE DO TEST ITEMS COME FROM?

3. WHAT TYPE OF QUESTION CAN ONE EXPECT?

Ritter: CSM 2005
PREPARATION AND STUDY PLAN

1. SELF ANALYSIS USING DSP
2. DETERMINE AREAS FOR STUDY
3. REVIEW COURSES
4. HOME STUDY COURSES
5. LITERATURE REVIEW
6. TEACH SOMEONE WHAT YOU DO
7. TAKE TIME TO THINK AND REFLECT

OCS EXAM
AND THE
DSP
WHAT’S THE DEAL?
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Ritter: CSM 2005